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Editors' Choice Commentary: Kala Ramesh
Resonance and Viscosity Between Words in Haiku
3 Haiku by Lev Hart
I have taken on the ambitious task of unravelling three poems by Lev Hart. I may not
have done full justice to them, but I hope I have opened a few windows for you to get
the larger picture of this haijin.
Haiku are word paintings. In film jargon, we could refer to them as shots frozen in
time. But a haiku doesn't just stop there; it pilots the reader beyond images into a
sacred realm. For a poem to be considered complete in just a few words, ‘resonance’
becomes the keynote.
According to Merriam-Webster, Resonance means:
a. the intensification and enriching of a musical tone by supplementary vibration
b. a quality of evoking response.
Notice how a particular musical note will start something buzzing in a room, as
surfaces begin to resonate with the note. Likewise, good writing does evoke sensation
in a reader.
By “viscosity” between words in haiku, I mean a stickiness or mutual attraction one
resonant word has with its neighbours.
After repeated readings, I found that Lev uses effective breaks that lend themselves to
both resonance and viscosity between the words in the haiku. Each break is not dead
or passive but is pulsating with life, like a lung full of oxygen.
Curiously and miraculously, when paired with resonance, the viscosity between words
becomes stronger. making the impact last in the readers’ minds. I would say that
resonance and viscosity are the two sides of a coin.
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lightning strikes the night
lake
season of the witch
I see the lightning, and I see its reflection on the lake only a fraction of a second later.
It's the line break that creates the reflection in my mind. Notice what he has on L3 – the
title of a song: season of the witch. You can listen to it here:
Lev says: “‘Season of the Witch’ was written by Donovan and recorded by numerous folk
and rock performers during the '60s. The song is about uncanny goings-on that Donovan
seems to be witnessing in real-time. The song title becomes the kigo for my poem. Of
course, the season is autumn."
Incidentally, to use the title of a song in a haiku was a brilliant idea suggested as a
prompt by Terri Hale French on our website – Triveni Haikai India.
This song includes the line “You got to pick up every stitch.”
Have you done that with this poem?
One-line haiku often reflect the urgency of experience.
Hiroaki Sato has said that “A one-line poem does not include forced pauses, indicated
by space, grammar, syntax, or punctuation.”
This one-line haiku has audible pauses:
a woman

unbuttoning

spring

The teasing quality of holding on to the revelation and thereby the emotional
satisfaction at the end is deftly handled. No doubt – the resonance and the viscosity
between words is palpable.
The third one is a concrete haiku, oozing so much atmosphere. Notice the line/word
breaks, the resonance and the viscosity between the words.
a
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pink

balloon

twirls

down

the

road

to

summer
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On a different note, but still connected by resonance and viscosity: I came across a
concept that fascinated me from the word go!
That is Barbara Turner-Vesselago’s FreefallWriting™
“Freefall invokes the courage to fall without a parachute, into the words as they come,
into the thoughts before they have fully formed in the mind, into the unplanned
structures that take shape, without prompting, to contain them.”
I don’t know if Lev has heard about this way of writing, but all three of his poems have
incorporated this technique effectively. Maybe he didn’t, and in that case, he’s a natural!
In haikai – as I spend more time and more years in this genre – I discover that to me the
most important feature is the resonance among words, lines and images and the viscosity
that holds them together. This leads us to the ‘web of life,’ the interpenetration and
interconnectedness of all living things.
Enjoy the rest of the poems in this carefully presented issue 9 of the haikuKATHA.
Go slow in your reading - one image, one pause, one story at a time!
Savour the issue.
with palms pressed
yours in haikai spirit,
_kala
Note:
Incidentally, all three of these haiku are perfect examples of haiku with good built-in
seasonal references. I have a great weakness for haiku with a kire (cut) and kigo (season
word) used effectively — for this represents the haiku spirit and holds tight and prevents
the poem from slipping into western imagism.
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Cover Art: Milind Mulick
Thoughts from an art lover: Alaka Yeravadekar

A Touch of Grey
A popular art materials website informs me that the practice of using grey colour
in paintings has been prevalent since the olden days. Grey, indeed, makes a perfect
background for the splashes of eye-popping vermilion artfully placed in this
painting by Milind Mulick, which depicts a vignette of a dwelling, a ramshackle
grey-haired wooden house. Cities, especially in the monsoon, can look quite drab,
with their uniform nondescript grey blocks of cement concrete and old houses.
And yet they throb with touches of colour added by the residents, such as a tub of
colourful chrysanthemums, or an orange dustbin, or a cerulean door.
As I look out from my window at the leaden skies that promise rain, my mind
wanders to the Sahyadri mountain ranges, now awash with a pulsating green that
represents new life: the lush grass everywhere, the brimming paddy fields... all with
such an invigorating exuberance! And then I ponder on how these greys are
essential to our lives, albeit only as a backdrop, to enliven the colourful drama that
is played in them, all the time.
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haiku
middle of the night
car alarm sound
lights up windows
— Amin Jack Pędziwiater

heat wave ...
a stroller braked
in the elm’s shadow
— Barrie Levine

sudden starboard tilt ...
Everest comes into view
below the wing
— Billie Dee

honeysuckle releasing the weight of its bee
— Billie Dee
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haiku
mosquito whine —
mom's hand fan
picks up the pace
— Daipayan Nair

buzzing flies —
men discuss politics
in a tea stall
— Daipayan Nair

cut in half
with a nutcracker —
grandma's tale
— Daipayan Nair

storm-coming light
a crow carries its caw
across the hills
— Hemapriya Chellappan
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haiku
lightning strikes the night
lake
season of the witch
— Lev Hart

a woman

unbuttoning

spring

— Lev Hart

and we drifted
hardly hearing
the falls ahead
— Margaret Walker

stayin’ alive…
the faint smile
on resusci anne’s lips
— Marcie Wessels
Note from the author:
The number of compressions one needs to do to save a life is 100-120 chest
compressions per minute. The instructor said that this tempo is similar to the
disco hit, "Stayin' Alive" by the Bee Gees.
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haiku
climate change in her wardrobe
— Margaret Walker

bare trees
on a tree-lined road
a poppy on my lapel
— Martin Duguay

Rose Day —
my flower travels
back to me
— Mona Bedi

old age home
grandpa tells me
yesterday’s news
— Mona Bedi
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haiku
painted bouquet
all the different flowers
she wished for
— Mona Bedi

ain’t no sunshine
the terrier spins in circles
on my return
— Reid Hepworth

new perm
the bus passengers
make a wide berth
— Reid Hepworth

inside his dream i look for a way out
— Richa Sharma
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haiku
mother's face
i look at the full
evening sun
— Richa Sharma

forgetting tomorrow a marigold leans into my evening
— Richa Sharma

bridge of sighs…
nowhere to hang a padlock
except in the heart
— Robert Kingston

heat wave
the garden chimes
barely audible
— Robert Kingston
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haiku
silence …
if all it takes is a penny
I’ll have two
— Robert Kingston

my dog
brings his leash ...
curfew news
— Samir Satam

someone
changes the lens filter ...
twilight
— Samir Satam

beads of sweat
darken the soil —
the long wait
— Sangita Kalarickal
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haiku
through the grapevine twisted words
— Srini

grandpa’s wicker chair…
the checkered floor
of a sun-kissed veranda
— Vidya Shankar
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concrete haiku

a

pink

balloon

twirls

down

the

road

to

summer

— Lev Hart
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tanka
the scent
of each wild flower
along this path
I taste the bittersweet
of distant memories
— Agus Maulana Sunjaya

after sunset
a quiet prayer
in the dark
an old man's rough greys
on a rough pillow
— Arvinder Kaur

just when
I give up on wishing
the fall
of an eyelash
the flash of a falling star
— Arvinder Kaur
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tanka
the air heavy
with gardenia spiced
by noon heat
I step
indoors and fire up
the Rachmaninoff
— Billie Dee

the faint scent
of white camellias
chilled by rainwater ...
it's time I made peace
with the neighbor
— Billie Dee

hail storm —
the appaloosa rears
in her stall
my grandfather’s
soothing hands
— Billie Dee
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tanka
as light as
the dove feather landing
on a leaf
my cries are often lost
in the void of blues
— Daipayan Nair

farm visit ...
returning fresh with fistfuls
of cilantro
and a stink bug
on my shoulder
— Daipayan Nair

caressing
the warm calendulas
this breeze
reminds me of the summer
I met my first love
— Daipayan Nair
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tanka
how we spin
fractured light
evening
parting us
for a moment
— Joanna Ashwell

heat restored
yet the room feels cold
after my apology
it takes some time
for the house to warm up
— Ken Slaughter

irises
planted so close
to a boulder —
they'll learn, I am told
which way to grow
— Ken Slaughter
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tanka
she sizes me up
by my wheatish colour
I stand out
amidst the weeds
a blooming wildflower
— Lakshmi Iyer

front porch pictures
on the last day of school
new growth
on the two Scots pines
I nursed from seedlings
— Marcie Wessels

his last breath
on a summer breeze
the yellow glow
of a lone firefly
by his bedside
— Marilyn Ashbaugh
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tanka
my eyes drawn
to flashes in the sky
the setting sun
reflects off corellas
returning to roost
— Marilyn Humbert

cemetery walk ...
a hummingbird hovers
in mid-air
i pause to take in
the scent of honeysuckle
— Mona Bedi

fall leaves
I save one of each colour
to match
the moods I go through
without you by my side
— Mona Bedi
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tanka
one by one
the bubbles rise up
to the surface
and pop!
how we disappear
— Namratha Varadharajan

the silent night
begins to ripple ...
a cicada's cry
carries a thirst too deep
for mere words
— Neena Singh

were you here
to view the sea with me
I wonder how
the rising seagulls
would touch me
— Neena Singh
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tanka
chainsaw rattle
permeates the din
this grief
so palpable
as the giant cedar falls
— Reid Hepworth

at the water’s edge
a bear and her cubs
dining on crabs
these parts of me
I’d rather not share
— Reid Hepworth

day's end –
i only remember
the blinking lights
of an ambulance
next door
— Richa Sharma
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tanka
a walk
by the river
how these gulls
remind me of days gone by
arguing over nonsense
— Robert Kingston

stretching rainbows
from his new fishing rod
that memory
of a time in Southend
when all he caught was a cold
— Robert Kingston

on repeat
the blackbird's song ...
recalling the days
when dad whistled the tune
i whistle today
— Robert Kingston
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tanka
just three colours
in this rainbow ...
I imagine
the four my eyes
don't really see
— Srini

twilight
the conflict
between
orange and grey
reaches a climax
— Srini

broken cement
on fairly busy roads —
letting go
knowing some days
hurt more than others
— Subhadeep Sengupta
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tanka
hushed tones
in a hospital waiting room ...
the loud print
on his yellow shirt
so out of place
— Vidya Shankar

sunlight seeps
through the curtain cracks
you sleep unaware
of the growing warmth
and my loving gaze
— Vidya Venkatramani
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haibun
Anju Kishore
Threshold
From where I stand, they look like miniatures in a child’s game but for a
stretcher between them, decked with garlands. The party moves towards a
walled ground still smoking slightly from a previous pyre. The sound of drums
rolls towards me across the marsh, shrinking the wet, green expanse. My heart
beats to the rhythm.
The gate to the ground opens, and they are let in. Soon all I see is the foliage.
The drums too have fallen silent.
gathering storm
rereading lines in bold
in the test report
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haibun
Lakshmi Iyer
Metamorphosis
Morning News.
Growing up from inside to outside, strange are the ways we get dissected.
dew drops
the lotus unfurls
in the slush
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haibun
Mona Bedi
1971
The warbling siren blares again. We rush to switch off the lights. The roshandan
has been covered with black paper to prevent the escape of any light that might
aid enemy aircraft. The sound of enemy planes overhead is deafening. My mother
shelters a candle with her hand and puts it on my study table.
cracked wall
a peepal grows
in the shadows
Soon the “all-clear” siren wails. We wait until next time.
no man's land
wildflowers
bloom
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haibun
Reid Hepworth
A Night Like No Other
The night is hot. Fireflies gather around the lamppost like little black clouds. My
brother and I sit on the front steps eating watermelon and taking turns to see
who can spit their seeds the farthest.
From across the street, I can see the flicker of the neighbours TV, cutting
through the dark. It seems like everyone is up late tonight.
My dad flips the porch light, our signal to come inside. I carry the bowl of
watermelon rinds to the kitchen as my mum is still watching TV.
My almost 6 year-old mind is virtually blown. The moonwalk, the spacesuit, the
American flag, the one small step. I patiently wait for Marvin the Martian or the
Great Gazoo to pop out of a moon crater, but they don’t. Days later, my brother
and I continue to practice our moonwalks and pretend to plant Canadian flags
in the living room carpet. In our play, there are Martians.
dream state
a garden blooms
from moon dust
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haibun

Reid Hepworth
Homecoming
Burrowed between the pines and cedars, smoke from the cabin’s chimney unfurls
into the morning drizzle. As I haul water from the creek, a Whiskey Jack stops to
watch me, cocking its head as if to say, “What are you doing”?
I pat down my pockets and pull out a few seeds. I raise my open palm and look at
the bird. It watches me for a second and then flies onto my palm, tiny feet
tickling my skin, pecking at the seeds. When it has finished my offering it looks
at me again.
“That’s it, my friend. Don’t be greedy.”
Smiling, I climb up the embankment, past the skunk cabbage and the ferns,
water in tow, ready for the day.
solitude
crackle of the fire
for company
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haibun

Reid Hepworth
The Hole
Flashdance plays in the tape deck. We drive without speaking, each nodding our
head to the beat of the music. These are my favourite moments with you. Just the
two of us, lost in thought, enjoying the open road and each other’s company.
diagnosis
the doctor avoids
eye contact
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haibun
Vidya Venkatramani

Another Layer
In the semi-darkness, she comes to my bed and wraps me with her blanket. I
pretend I am asleep. She adjusts the air-conditioner and silently leaves the room.
I lie in these moments between sleep and wakefulness, between night and day,
soaking in the scents and warmth of her blanket, until the aroma of filter coffee
hits my nostrils.
a whistling thrush's calljust another day
with mother
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tanka-prose
Barbra Kaufmann
Holding Hands
Our street is short and mostly treeless. The dry dust of summer kicks up and
assails our noses. As soon as we turn the corner we are in the shade and our walk,
though uphill, is cooler. Along the edges of the road, random wildflowers bloom.
We let the children pick whatever they want. One day we find a turtle in the
middle of the road and relocate it away from danger. Another time we spot a
garter snake but we leave it alone.
the sweetness
of bee balm on my fingers
mingles
with scented fern
on yours
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tanka-art
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tanka-art
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tanka-art
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Dear Readers
thank you for being with us
See you once again on 22 August 2022
with many more fine poems
from our contributors
Team: haikuKATHA

